Across
1 Obsessive anoraks might start porn site (13)
10 I'm led to it, but bound (7)
11 Automatic short eulogy for mythical bird reads badly (7)
12 Best fruit (4)
13 Impish lecturer? (5)
14 News coming in (informally) (4)
17 Rescue bed and make sure the frequency doubles (7)
18 Childishness shown at Artificial Intelligence conference (7)
19 One company’s spokesman declares ‘True’ (7)
22 Rio has gall, but still looks apish (7)
24 Picture of a tory (4)
25 Educate convoy (5)
26 Nonetheless, Caveman chases monster (4)
29 How Frenchmen state an opinion? (7)
30 Rare tin scattered across the landscape (7)
31 Man in comic duo can’t say anything (13)

Down
2 Concerning frame – put it up again (7)
3 Letter emblazoned on chariot archer (4)
4 Tempts me to use Ed’s cues (7)
5 Eight grumbling moaners (7)
6 Underground conduit (4)
7 Followers cruelly castrate one (7)
8 Do they pocket animals? (13)
9 OAP’s seen on Satanic ogre (13)
15 Book about reluctant holy man is visible (5)
16 Journal about milk products (5)
20 Omen oft seen by servants (7)
21 Orc must create bag for balls (7)
22 Information about index makes it shine (7)
23 Draw eel back into shelter (7)
27 Reminds me of the same moment (4)
28 Red Norseman ate rice (4)
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